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Livestock Improvement Corporation

What we did
We placed a suite of ‘Free on Loan’ coffee machines across LIC’s 
Hamilton campus as well as satellite sites across New Zealand.

About LIC
Livestock Improvement Corporation (LIC) is an agri-tech and 
herd improvement co-operative which empowers livestock 
farmers through the delivery of superior genetics and technology. 
Headquartered in Hamilton, LIC employes more than 700 staff.

How we did it 
The challenge
LIC was ready to replace numerous obsolete coffee 
machines with new state-of-the-art, automatic fresh-bean 
coffee machines at their Hamilton campus.

Additionally, their smaller, remote sites across the country 
needed a solution to suit small offices without sacrificing 
taste and ease of use. 

NXP’s solution
Reception area: This newly built area is fitted with a 
premium barista-quality automatic machine, the GAGGIA 
La Solare (first pic). This machine is an industry workhorse, 
able to cope with hundreds of cups of coffee per day and 
fits the aesthetics of LIC’s beautifully designed space 
perfectly.

Lunch rooms and kitchenettes: These high traffic areas 
serve an eager team of coffee drinkers but the bench space 
was limited. The NECTA Koro Prime (second pic) was the 
perfect solution. This machine produces a large variety of 
hot beverages, is robust and has a relatively small footprint.

National satellite sites: Their sites are smaller and remote. 
Due to the low staff count, the Lavazza LB1050 Pod 
Machine was the accurate choice. This small machine 
packs a great flavor punch, is easy to use, and requires 
minimal cleaning.
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LIC HQ, Hamilton

“Thank you NXP for supporting 
LIC in our sustainability 
objectives with regards to the 
recent transition of coffee 
machines. The smooth roll out 
from your team was amazing. 
We love supporting local New 
Zealand businesses’ who 
ethically source their products.”  

Melissa Kay
Procurement Administrator
LIC

TESTIMONIAL

Try them yourself 
Gaggia La Solare
Necta Koro Prime
Lavazza LB1050 Pod Machine


